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The Journal', theme this issue Is
Dteams, Fantaeie8,Playing. You'll find
articles, an interview,poetry and

graphic;)s
on 1hlstheme,

About the Graphics:
We call !he schema used to compile

the graphics thrMding through this
Issue Progrealva Graphlca. We asked
three artists to-each make a drawing
baead on a part of our theme: Dreams/
Mari Lyn Ampa, Fanlee1911/Salty
Brown,
and Play{ng/JLJdyNunneley. These
drawings went then copied by machine
and one copy sent to three more
artlats, who proceeded 10manipulale
the lmageaae they pleaseclwithin a

For IOPlayla to~

particular :iize limitation (1 column),
reproduction capability (black and
while copy machine), and time llmlt
(about 3-4 days).
Thia process continued with the
graphics being passedfrom orie artist
to another unlll we compjled these serlee of images. We hope 10 present the
patchwor1tof dreaming,the transformation of fanlasy and the pjayfulness that happens when an artist is
confronted with an lmege not necessarlly her own.
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The WARM Joumalis a forum for the
exchange of information and opinions.
Articles represent the author's own opinions, not necessarilythose of the Women's
Art Registry of Minnesota.
All future rights to material published
In this Journal are retained by the Individual authors and arti&ts. Reproduction or
reprinting of any kind may be done only
with their pe,misaion.

The JournalCommittee
The Journal Committee of WARM
publishes the Journal. Editing members
are 8izabeth Erickson, Susan McDonald
and Allee Towte; poetry editor is Monica
Ochtrup; art director Is Pat Olson; layout
membersare Vesna Kittleson, Maria Mazzara and Sandra Kraskln.
The Journal is supported by the
Women's Art Registry of Minnesota. Gallery members are: Mari Lyn Ampe, Marilynn Anderson, Lynn Ball, Harriet Bart,
Jane Bassuk, Hazel Belvo, Sally Brown,
Joen C8rison, Gemma Cullen, Cherie
Doyle, Elizabeth Erickson, carole Fisher,
Georgiana Kettler, Jackie l<lelkopf, Vesna
Kittleson, Sandra Kraskin, Sally Krug,
Joyce Lyon, Maria Mazzara, Susan McDonald, Jean Murakami, Marty Nash, Judith Stone Nunneley, Dorothy Odland, Pat
Olson, Quimetta Pel'1e,Susan Pleissner,
Nancy Robinson, Judith Roode, Sandra
Taylor, Alice Towle, JantJe Visscher and
Mary Walker. Csthertne Jordan is YfARM's
Director of Development.
WARM welcomes new gallery members Pet Bratnober, Gabriele EIiertson,Jlla
Nikpay.
WARM ~"'88
general operating funds from
United Arts Fund, Dayton-Hudeon Foundation. General MIiis Foundation, and NorthweSlemNatlor1elBank.

We NeedYour Comments
The WARM Journal encourages Its
readerato send their comments pasitive or
negative. We would like to hear what you
think of the form and content of the Journal. Pleaeeaddress your letters to WARM
Journal, 414 Fir.rt Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55401.
Subscrtptions to the Journal are available by becoming a member of the
Women's Art Registry of Minnesota. For
$15 a year, you will not only receive the
Journal quarterty, but also regular WARM
malllnga, reduced or free admission to
events and membership In the WARM
Slide Registry. Make checks payable to
WARM, and send to WARM Journal, 414
First Avenue ~forth, Minneepolis, MN
55401.
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by FlorenceDacey
When we forget the water
we forget the child who begins
in the water.
When we forget the child
we forget ourselves
and then
""' forget the world.
I wrote the lines during a residency by the
Heart of the Beast Puppet and Mask Theatre of
Minneapolis here in southwestern Minnesota.
The group uses myth, folk tales and their own
stories, dramatized with masks and P.Uppets.
Tracing the development of the poem above
involves a replay of both my interaction with the
group and the poetic process.
Our play. "The Circle of Water," began with
a great undivided sea, which rolled back to a
river. Misuse of the water by the early settlers
led to a crisis, Its resolution suggested at the
end by the Grey Grandmother's dream of the
first water. Such was the outline; participants
were to create their own grey relatives. I was
also invited to contribute lines.
The ideas and images excited me. The
story sellimits but allowed freedom. I could use
the watersymbolism to write about the uQconscious; yet whatever I wrote had to be understandable literally. I needed a voice. I had one.
in the form of a dream figure whom I found
myself "creating" when we made papler-maclle
masks, molded over clay, for our grey relative.
As I poked in the clay, I recalled an old woman
from a recent dream who had admonished me
in her hoarse wild voice to "follow your own
voice". Now I gave her a mouth fixed in an
alarmed call, sunken eyes in a smallish greywhite face framed with black. And a name:
"Crazy Flo". Through her I could, as in genuine
play, lose my conscious self to some degree.
yet I know I could always remove the mask.
return to "normalcy''.
So, I had the water and "Crazy Flo" and a
willingness to see where they would take me. to
play out, play with that material and maybe let
something play in me. A certain trust seems
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helpful. For to play is to risk (one meaning of
the root word) not only temporary ego-loss
(nowadays that is usually a relief if not a conscious goal). but also the misunderstanding of
the world, of oneself. What arewe doing, tinkerIng with dreams, images and words that earn us
little or no bread and serve no useful purpose?
For myself, I think it is as difficult to trust in the
seriousness of creative play, In itself, as ii is to
trust in our own worth. Of course.-unless we
take such play seriously enough, its seriousness hides its face. One of the functions of
Heart of the Beastis to reveal creative play as
essential for Individual and commumity survival.
"Crazy Flo" spoke of water in a dramatic/literal and prophetic/symbolic way. "How shall
we move without what moves us?" she asked.
She foresaw the spiritual drought as well as the
depleted natural resource. "The body is husk
only now/only shell". Without "water", nothing
is regenerated; life stops. The ''child" is forgotten.
The literal child was born to the Grey
Grandparents. and I had written a dialogue tor
the young parents that played on the idea of
rocking. Here "water'' was the support even In
conscious relatedness: the parents rock the
child, rock In talk, in separate chores. in bed, "in
their dark snug boat. night on the prairie sea".
The child and play-we honor that affinity.
This child plays between the Internal and
external realities. sometimes painfully aware of
the split. at other times exultant in a momentary
merging of those two worlds. When we can be
spontaneous, step into another world, we perceive that as "childlike". This is the play that
lead us home and permits the divine to enter,
however obliquely. I confess the possiblity of
that manifestation is one of the reasons I write.
Of the others, one has very much to do with
delight.

Florence Dacey is author of a poetry chapbook, The Swoon (1979). She livas in Cottonwood, MN, where she is mother to three chi/·
dren and wife to poet Phil Dacey.
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Fahlband
by Monica Ochtrup

Some sort of itching began in Up's ears. A
peculiar feeling. He wasn't sure he liked it. On
the other hand he wasn't sure he didn't like it.
He wondered if it had anything at ell to Do with
Down Saying Something ~ he continued:
"I mean the first lime. Did I say it the first time?"

"No,"
Sticky and Wicket were two critters. One lived
up and one lived down. Up trailed all over
from room to room. It was quite marvelous.
Open any chest or cupboard door in up and
• there It was: something carefully put there.
Down was in the belly of the place. There
everything was out glowing in the dark.
You might wonder who lived where. It doesn't
matter at 3:00 every Sunday They had tea.
Together. Sometimes it was up and sometimes
it was down. After they would crunch a long
time on whatever it was they were chewing.
Up did all the talking. Someone had to and
there's alot to be said for that. Down had a
remarkable ear.
One dey Up said: "Up should be down go over it
and begone twice".

said Down. "I did __

Up's innards spun into vertigo.
too much.

"_
This was all

He looked Into Down's ear. It was a remarkable
ear he himself thought so frequently during
those mondays through saturday felling between Sunday tea but he had never before
looked into it. Now he did. & Not a clue.
Then he did something else he hed never
done before: He looked into Down's eyes.
Chapter II

There is never a moment when the sun isn't
seen.
We say up or down about the sun but that 's
only half ol it.
Chapter Ill

Since it was not Sunday no one heard him say
it. He thought he wouldn't mention it at tea.
Meanwhile Down was busy glowing and
didn't give a thought to tea one way or the
other.
But how did these two know when it was 3:00?
They didn't. Still come Sunday there they
were pouring tea from the thermos and
every other body who lives in those houses with
clocks would !(now it was 3:00. Or in tact
that a month of Sundays had gone by since Up
began not mentioning this extraordinary sent·
ence at tea.
" ...and so we come to the fahlband -in
German the falbantthat belt or zone of rock
-fahl being ash-colored band or stripeimpregnated with metallic sulfides ..." Up was
just warming to his subject one Sunday
(This one being dearer to more of his many
hearts than most) when suddenly he heard:
"Up should be down go over it and begone
twice."
Since Up was the one who did All The Talk·
ing he assumed it must have been he who
said what he had just heard. But he wasn't
sure.·
"Did I say that?"

Up puzzled aloud:
"What do you make of it?"
"Yes, thank you
replied Down.

I should like that very much,"

"Like what?" This business of Down Saying
Something most certainly led to a preponderance of puzzles.
"To Make something of it. Although I don't
know quite What since it doesn't make sense. If
it made sense we should know what to make
of it but since it makes non-sense we can
Make anything of it we like and I should like
THAT very much."
Up laughed and the letter u came right out of
his mouth. Down clapped her hands in delight
and ttle letter p appeared in her palm.
Head over heels they did somersaults rolling
out more letters: s and h and o . u I
d.
Be down
appeared from beneath lheirfeet
Soon the
as they stomped around dancing.
room was littered with letters the sentence a
jumble of words lying about in disarray.
Down picked up a c which they both knew
belonged to twice since it was the only one
there and fingered it thoughtfully:

"Say what?"
"What Shall we make of it?"
"Up should be down go over it and begone
twice."
said Down who had
"Well. You did now."
never once in all the months of Sundays Said
Anything.
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Up looked at the letter she was holding in her
hands. It was flat and black as if it hed been
lifted off a page and he said:
"Wood blocks."
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"That's working backwards," Down said. "We
already have the letters printed and now you
want to make the blocks to print them with.
That's nonsense."
Which of course is precisely what they
Did make of it and Up being the wood
blocks-man
and the tools being in the belly
of the place moved down. Having no other
place to go Down moved up. Which is how
they came on the sense of the first part of this
sentence between them: Up should be down
(And if so Down moves up.)
"like a teeter/totter," Down said one day.
The word totter reminding Up of Tottenham a
city in the South though some toward the East
of England in Middlesex near London where
he had many happy .days before moving up
although he now lived down and it was of this
he thought while he worked.
If up moves down then down moves up. They
went over it & over it. In realizing this first
part they had come upon the secret of the sun
and could see each other shining constant.
What more could ttJere possibly be? And yet
the next part said: Go Over It. So they continued.

The wood blocks were done. Up & Down
placed them on a plane cutting through the
center of the place neither up nor down
where they spelled out the words until the sentence ran 'round the circumference like a belt.
" ... and so we come to the fahlband ..." Up joked
with Down one day as they were on the sentence made of wood blocks crawling back &
forth to Go Over It. Saying this the critter
suddenly caught some metallic sulfide up his
nose and sneezing lost his balance & over
the edge. Down clung precariously and hollered at Up falling:
"You've Gone Over It!'
and looking 'round
her could see he be gone. She let go falling falling and there they were the two of
them Falling Into Something.
So they both be gone and there being two
of them it happened Twice.

An Interview
with Cherie
Doyle
by Nor1ta Larson

Cherie Doyle is a St. Paul native now living
in Minneapolis. She is an instructor of Drawing
at Macal&ster 'college as well as the Curator of
its gall&ry. Her most recent exhibitions include
"Five Painters", at the Minneapolis Institute of
Arts and "Minnaapolis II" at Dayton's Gallery
12. Cherie has been associated with WARM
since its beginnings.
Nori ta Larson teaches and lives in St: Paul.
Her poems hav& been published in a variety of
regional magazines including WARM Journal.
Last year she read her poetry in the WARM
Feminist Perspective Series. She is the author
of three biographies for children published by
Creative Education in Mankato.

N. I'm curious about your recent work, especially the significance of vases. I wondered if
you considered them vessels, whether what
they hold is more important that the exterior?

c. I do

consider them primarily vessels, but
what's important is not so much what they hold
as what they conceal. The vessel form itself is
suggestive of many things, but in all my paintings you see only the outside, the mask, and in
some ways I think that's more evocative. The
outside is somehow played off against the
inside. Its significance lies in the archetypal or
symbolic impact of that image and the layers of
meaning that it has for me.
N. Is the vessel a feminine image for you?

C. Yes, primarily it is. The vessel form came
from working with a series. I can show you an
example called ''Reliquary" that was two bird
and birdcage forms, the birdcage being the
open. airy container and the bird being spirit. I
was working with the idea ot spirit and container, although I didn't call it a container at the
time. By the end of that series. I had contained
and contained and contained without quite
realizing It. The first vessel was made out of
styrofoam-1 had been working on a drawing
and thought, oh, this could be three-dimensional, and I went and did it, started laminating
and cutting out the Styrofoam. I have no idea
how much time elapsed. The material and the
idea fused-it was pure invention.

N. The process was carrying you?
C. Yes, there was just some impetus-it was a
very powerf'ul image to me. And I kept on making more styrofoam vessels end shapes. bottles. baskets, some nests, and I was really just
rummaging around in various forms of containers. After that I started using the image in
Continued on next page
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my painting. All last year I just tried to get the
images processed, to use them and see what
comes of it. And what's come of it is a whole lot:
a whole family of images has emerged. So now
I'm at a new stage-it's like a poem-I have to
work with the images, put them together, find
out what they say or how they reveal some
aspect of me. It might be about the feminine or
the notion of body and spirit. It's been a process
of submerging and then surfacing, of realizing
the chaos and finding the integration.
N. Historically, vessels were functional.

C. Yes, but I'm really not using it functionally. In
fact, the styrofoam vases were solid. I had no
desire to hollow them out, they were entirely
self-sufficient, in a sense inaccessible. They
eminated light and were very magical to me.

cerebral-more interference patterns emerge.
whereas when I'm mentally and physically involved. I move toward just making the object.

N. In the making of a poem, I often find the
arranging and rearranging of the parts, the
elements. a form of play, although the subject
matter is most often not playful. Is that true in
your work?

C. Yes, particularly the painting. if you mean
that the activity is playful, but the subject matter
is not. The content of my work really isn't
necessarily playful. Often there are two sides to
the things I do. For instance. the floating roses
In my paintings might suggest a loss over time
or the erosion of a memory, but it could also
mean a rejuvenation, a floating up to the surface again. Almost always there are two sides.

N. It's such a classical image.
C. I liked that about the vessels, their oldness,
their history, the suggestiveness of that. When I
think back on it, I think I felt there was a strong
enough base there to go on and further explore. I didn't immediately recognize it as a
feminine image. but somehow it laid out the
land. There was plenty to look at.
N. How do the colors you work in influence
your art? I was struck by the number of pinks
you use,

C. Well, pink turned out to be a real interesting
color. The definitions of pink are amazing,
everything from "in the pink", to shears, lo political persuasion. or a flower. I began using it
with a very classical urn shape, so they were
very opposite and that seemed so ironic to me. I
really zeroed in on the power of that pink. Pink
was used by the abstract impressionists quite a
bit, but otherwise I wouldn't consider it a very
ordinary color. It's traditionally associated with
the feminine and then usually in a negative
context, the weakness of feminity. That's why
discovering that word and recognizing that
color end its many meanings was exciting. I
tried to make pink more powerful, surprising,
ironic, and then I just kept using it.
N. ts being an artist playful?
C. Working with the styrofoam is very playful.
There is just such joy in laminating the styrofoam into e.block and then cutting, eech stroke,
like laying down a brushstroke of paint, but
more tactile. Yes ...l'm trained as a painter and I
feel very much at home there, and yet I always
feel the need, cyclically almost, for my work to
pop into the three-dimensional. I'm aware of
my physicality-it just always hapens that painting isn't quite physical enough, playful enough.
The ideas I work with fequenlly lend themselves to the three-dimensional, and that does
relate to play. It's often that work that contains
the most fantasy.

N. Is that because you deal less with the mind
and more with the body in the three-dimensional? Does it give more immediate satisfaction?
Cherie Doyle. Photo: Susan McDonald.
C. I think so. Painling can become more
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although maybe that will change as I get older.
Maybe I'll shed one side of it. But that's partly
the art of it. Often people will ask me what my
paintings mean and it's hard to explain. Sometimes I answer by using an apology to poetry
where words tend to create an image. Radio
does that too. Well. painting is images. and
often people don't understand what they're
looking at.
N. Yes. Often what the artist has done nas given
you the image at the end-there are no transitions-it isn't a linear process, and I wonder
what would help prepare the viewer for that.
Maybe just giving it time.

N. So you have to have your an, your skllls at
hand?

C.l've started to draw more and that helps. And
sometimes when I draw I will close my eyes.
When I was doing the floating roses drawings, I

~

N. What triggers the need to draw or paint? Do
you work on your art every day or are there
times when you have to listen tor it?

N. Is there some point in your work when it's
important to use your critical mind, the left side
of the brain?

N. Do you have any tricks to get yourself to stop
using your left brain when that's Important?

0

C. It happened of necessity. I found myself too
distracted to recapture the process of making
those drawings. The first ones came by just
going into a flow of work. After that I hael to
sneak up on myself sometimes.

C. I have to work a little differently from that. In
some ways I don't have the luxury of listening
and waiting, though I don't know if many artists
do. Because of my other responsibilities, I have
to work when I can.

gets in the wayin the process that's what happens most. But
when I'm thinking about what I've Clone afterwards, or what I want to do, then it's a source of
great excitement or impetus. As I understand it,
the left brain is a kind of matrix and the right
brain flows-and has the uncertain outcome. I
think it's hard to sustain work as an artist if it is
entirely at the whim of where you happen to
flow to. I guess for me some growth has
occurred by setting a path and discovering
along that path.

UJ

N. Did you have to learn that?

C. Yes. And realizing that they have the power
to perceive visually and letting themselves
respond to what they see. Sometime I think
visual art appeals to a part of ourselves we've
learned not to trust.

c. A lot of times the left brain

i0
...

wanted to capture the unfolding of the rose and
the expansiveness of the petals. If I watch
myself draw, I can't do it. So I try not to make
judgements or to interfere.

C. Well. I don't always get results. No, and
sometimes it's very painful because I don't have·
that luxury and I wish I did. I think for a long
time I was afraid of commiting myself to my
work in the studio because once I do that I don't
want to go teach or run the gallery. It's a risk.
N. Like most of us, you lead a complicateel
life-you teach, you run the gallery at Macalester, and you're an anist with all those demands.
What is that like for you?
C. Well, I'm a woman, 31, and I feel like in the
last two or three years I've entered a period of
maturity. I'm beginning to realize my limitations, but they are my choices too. In my twenties I held everything upasan option and I grew
into as many things as I could. Now I think I'm
growing more by choice. It's a limitation. but
also an identity and a definition.

N. What influences have stuck? How did you
get to this point?
C. As an undergraduate, Jerry Rudquist had a
great influence on me. He was active as an
artist, and very nurturing as a teacher. Later on.
in the last six years. WARM has been a big
influence. I was not a joiner when I joined, that
was against all my personal rules. And I did not
have a long-standing, validated appreciation
for women or any other group. Bui there was
something that drew me. In the first few years I
participated. but it's only been in the last two
years that I've opened myself up more. but that
really opened up the whole frontier of women.
Those people, that environment has made a big
difference.

N. When did you begin to consider yourself a
serious erti st?

Spsn, 32x40", acrylic, pastel, silver leaf on
paper, 1980.
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C. I used to call myself a painter because I
thought it was presumptuous to call myself an
artist. The word "artist" to me has always had
qualltitatlve and interpretive associations-it
didn't seem to me that a person could designate themselves.
Continued on next page
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N. I've had that trouble myself. II seems as if
other people ought to call you a poet or an
artist. so what I've often described is the physical activity-writer.

C. EKactly. I guess in the last year or two I've
become more comfortable with calling myself
an artist.
N. Is ii hard for you to sell a painting, to say
good-bye, knowing you may not see it again?
It's different being a writer-you always get a
copy.

C. Basically now, I like the idea of people having my work, but every time a piece goes. I do
I.eel possessive. But letting go is a good thing
for an artist. and it'.sgood for an artist to make a
living at art. letting go is also just good for me.
Whether it's a part that gets painted out, or a
piece of sculpture that goes too far and is lost,
that all makes the well deeper. l don't forget
those things. I keep certain pieces arouna
because I feel I need them to work from. Sometimes that will be a piece that somebody does
want. Other times it's not an issue-I _getto
keep all my work.
N. Does living in the Midwest have any bearing
on you as an artist?
C. Very little. I think it's probably more significant that I'm a woman, or that rm 31, or a
Catholic, or educated. But I do think Midwesterners have one thing in common with Western Europeans and that is the long cold winters. That makes us more cerebral, I think.
N. What about coming from Catholicism?
C. There are certain things about Catholicism
that come out in my work now. 1 don't flaunt
11181
but I am aware of it. The myth and ritual.
the absoluteness of the liturgy and theologythat's part of who I am, even if I don't actively
participate now. I think it's part of my interest in
the archaic-the vessel. for instance.

N. It's a good place to come from, rich in language and symbol.
C. Yes. Some of my pieces turn out rather
iconic and I somehow feel that wouldn't be
possible without it It's kind of lost and long
gone. but maybe its part of the process of integration now to allow that into my work.
N. Do you have any idea where your art will be
going irHhe future?

C. Well. right now l feel full of ideas to explore.
so I would like to continue what I'm doing. but
I'm thinking in terms of larger scale paintings.
I've just built a 12-foot wall in my studio so that I
can do that. Up to this time I've been limited in
the size of what I can do. Some of my drawings
seem to want to be bigger, so I'll just have to
start working and see what direction I'll take.
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Germaine Greer at
the "Y"
by Alice Towle
Germaine Greer, author of Tne Female
Eunuch and Tne Obstacle Race. Qavean entertaining and lively talk at the Minneapolis YWCA
on September 23rd. Ms. Greer. whose talent for
spontaneous public speaking. I thought. dazzled the audience with a knowledgeable and
facile handling of her subject, women and art in
our society. In her introduction. she told us she
would be ''thinking out loud" and, indeed, I
found the talk was not the usual academic lecture quasi-read from note cards, but a series of
personal observations based on her knowledge
of art history.
Ms. Greer avowed that works created and
signed by the artist for people to look at are
"monuments to ego" done by a mentality that
insists on "reverent attention." She claims that
the artist must be deeply deluded into thinking
that even if people don't understand or appreciate the work now, some day they will. To
claim this attention, she says, is what the artist
does. and the delusion is what keeps the artist
at work.

Painting, "something tha·t requires great
physical strength", she says is not being done
by women. orif ii is, is not being done very well.
She says poetry is not being written very well by
women either. Then qualifying. that was then,
now everybody writes poetry and, "no one
reads it".
She lamented at length the placing of value
of works of "discontinuous" art over that of
humanity. Then, she asks what if there were a
form of artistic activity that did not appear in
museums? She goes on to talk about the
female mode {not feminine, because that word
applies to the passive part of womanhood;
female applies to the aggressive. innovating,
inquiring. libidinous part which we've never
paid enough attention to. One, the de.oderized
part, one the smelly part). Women have the
inclination, she seys to impose order; change,
influence and orchestrate their environmentreal signs of creative vitality. They have been
engaged in artistic actMties which have been
downgraded. She tells us. instead of apologizing for these activities and thinking of them asa
waste of time, we ought to pay closer attention
and understand them as part of a continuity. a
"communal, collective. artistic patrimony
which is ours. It is ours because we're aware of
it. We feast on it. It feeos us".
She names these activities: creating rooms
(men never create rooms), gardens {kinetic
art). knitting, weaving (making webs), sewing,
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making quilts, even block printing our wallpaper-all the "biodegradable arts. She says
we must accept that the things we make decay
and die. as do our bodies and we must love
watching them do that. Instead, she says, we're
cursed with a ridiculous ego that demands to
leave a mark on the world. Part of the solution
to the problem would be to refuse to play the art
game; to find the artisans and support and feed
them and work with them and not demand "just
the best."
Ms. Greer lambasted the market place
which has encouraged ready-made kits and
hideous, synthetic materials and the profit
motive as a cause of the death of creativity. She
says the market of art has creeled the situation
of the rich owning e small amount of a few
artists and the meny other arts going hungry.
She goes on to tell that the function of the artist
has changed since Savanarole who denounced
the business of making images that could be
bought and sold. Now, instead of the artist
belonging to the people, he/she is isolated and
has no support system. We go to the museums
which she calls mauseoleums (full of dead
things) and demand to see the million dollar
painting-hung alone and out of context.
Ms. Greer says that there wouldn't be any
artists at all if somebody didn't teach little people to see and say. She says all artistic activity
derives from that initial occupation. This has
historically been women's job. We also teach
whet goes with what. "Not those so;,;,dear, not
with that."
In a question and answer session after the
talk, she was asked what her success has
brought her. Her answer wes. "Just that." She
said that women often love men for their
achievements and men love women in spite of
their achievements. (She gets along with cats
and bebies and men who don't know what she
does-illiterates-or
care if she's successful or
not.) When asked what can be done about this,
she said that women must support other women.
A lovely or not-so-lovely thought: If or
when the Earth were finally done in by Cruise
missiles and she were "Commissar of Art", she
would rent the great paintings to the people
and use the money to pey the artists.
Another question aboul her opinion of
Judy Chicego's Dinner Party. She seid she
hadn't seen it (although she had tried-twice).
but thought it a great guerilla tactic to use on
the art establishment because it was so expensive and unwieldy to put on.
She answered when asked what she
thought es really great art-Picasso's "Guernice." She said it "transcends his ego".
Ms. Greer. who currently teaches at the
University of Oklahoma in Tulsa was Introduced by Joyce Lyon, a WARM Gallery member and Joyce introduced by Meredith Hert.
president of the Minnesota Women's Political
Caucus. Ann Henry of the Minneapolis YWCA
was coordinator of this project. The program
was underwritlen by a grent from the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company.
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Some Thoughtson
Germaine'sTalk
by Allee Towle

I realize that Germaine Greer directsd her
talk to a wide and diverse audience, but, as a
painter, I came away from it with an unsettling
disappointment. It seemed to me that the message directed to women who paint was, forget
It, it's too difficult; stick to planting gardens and
doing embroidery. I went to the talk wanting to ,
be encouraged, wanting her to say, ..yes, it's
difficult and the odds of being successful are
against you, but do it anyway." What I heard
was, "you don't have enough ego to be a painter and besides, non-biodegradable works are
already choking the planet and we don't need
any more of them".
I don't think she understands what motivates a peinter. I think it's probably the same
kind of creative urge that makes someone want
to knit a beautiful sweeter or weave a rug or
create a room-not Just with the thought of
making a utilitarian object, but with the goal of
carrying out an Idea. of fulfil/Ing a compalling
urge. Also. I think the same mental processes
are used; choosing colors. proportions, textures, etc.
Although I greatly admire and enjoy
others' gardens, quilts, sweaters, etc., I hate to
garden and I find doing knitting. sewing, etc.
myself tedious, boring and nerve wracking.
Also. I know there are men who love to make
gardens, cook and maybe even do closet
needlepaint. I nave chosen another medium of
expression-painting. Where, as a woman and
e painter, in Ms. Greer's plan, does tflat leave
me?
Has Ms. Greer's background of art history
put her out or touch with today's climate of art?
I heard no mention of contemporary women
artists and I longed to. Does she think painting
is awesome and heroic and sewing humble and
ordinary?
I sensed a lot of anger when she talked
aboutthe ego of the artist. I know e lot of artists
who don't have over-inflated egos-are in fact
quite modest and unassuming. Also, she went
on about the reverence tor art causing people
to suffer, (neglected children and spouses of
artists and the flooding of Venice when much
to-do was being made about tha ruinsd art, but
no one worried about the people who suffered.)
I can appreciate all that, but does it have to be
an either/or situation? Plenty of times good art
is made without making others suffer. Why
can't both the Rembrandt and the deaf little old
lady be rescued from the burning museum?
Despite her engaging manner, I think her
message to Minnesota woman was, "don't be
hicks staring in awe at the graat paintings, but
get with it end start to appreciate your own
native talants"-as if we didn't have sense
enough to have noticed or to appreciate them
already. Women artists are more gutsy than she
gives them credit for and people in Minnesota
are much more with it than she thinks.
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Criticsand Artists
Talk about Ari
by Joyce Lyon

On October 22, a panel of artists and critics
convened at WARMto demonstrate the methods and attitudes with which they approach
works of art. Panel members were: Fran Addington. art critic for the Minneapolis Tribune,
Melissa Herrick, registrar at University Gallery,
Lynn Ball and Beth Bergman, visual artists and
members of WARM and Lynne Sowder, art
consultant and president of Lynne Sowder and
Associates. Susan MacDonald, artist, was moderator.
The five works considered represented a
range of concerns. media and techniques.
Included were Asphalt Picnic, a figurative painting by Nancy Robinson, The Snake Charmer,
serigraph by Pat Olson. one of the Specimen
series of paintings by Jane Bassuk, a study for a
large woven canvas piece by Harriet Bart, and
Hen House, mixed media on paper by Sandra
Taylor. Each panel member chose one work
and proceeded to make public the inner dialogue she might have with the piece in the
course of getting to know it. Members of the
panel filled in with additional responses to each
work.Audience members also joined the discussion.
Melissa Herrick pointed out that we are
inundated with fleeting visual information.
What is needed in looking at a work of art are
ways to slow down and enter its world. The
works considered. and by implication, many
contemporary works, do not open themselves
immediately. In fact, the issue of communica-tion of information is a central one to many
artists. For Beth Bergman, the illegibility of a
section of reversed writing in Sandra Taylor's
piece frustrates her impulse for an "explanation" and forces/allows her to make up her own
stories to accompany the image. Both Beth and
Fran Addington stressed the importance of the
viewer's faith in and pursuit of her own
response, even/especially in the face of feeling
one doesn't ''know" enough to do so.
If these works require entrance, how is one
to achieve it? Lynn Ball spoke of standing with
a work in silence and allowing it to affect her.
She thus starts with her physical end emotional
response and only then begins to search in the
work for the reasons for her response. Seduction -allowing onself to be drawn in without
quite knowing why-was e.cknowledged by a.II
the panel members to be a valid way to get
inside the work, although Lynne Sowder was
concerned that seduction by one element-a
luscious color or passage of paint-could block
off other considerations.

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss1/1
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When Fran Addington spoke about Jane
Bassuk's painfrng, she began to synthesize an
understanding piece by piece. by gathering
allusions and associations. Within the painting
she found shapes that resemble ears of corn
and sheaves of grain, and colors associated
with harvest. Might this be a harvest ritual? At
the edges of the central chamber she found
sharp tooth-like shapes which add an overlay
of menace. Other members of the panel pursued this allusive thinking: the central image,
animal and flower-like but not specifically either. is double, split in the middle, presenting
possibly two sides of the same creature or two
similar creatures. What can be seen In the relationship of these two forms?
This approach assumes that the world
within the work is a transformed but parallel
one to our own and that attention to the dynamics within the work can provide us, by ex.tension, with new perspectives on our own experience. What tM viewer must bring to the work
is sensitivity to its cues, visual and associative,
to everything from basic elements like shape,
color and texture, to references to everyday
experience and cultural history. Lynne Sowder
concluded, towards the end of the evening, that
she is most Interested in art that asks questions
about itself. from the discussion, it was appar~
ent that the viewer has to be prepared to initiate
the dialogue.
Feminist Perspectives is supported by a grant
from the Minnesota Humanities Commission in
cooperation with the National Endowment for
the Humanities and the Minnesota State Legislature.

Life Drawing
from a model
Tuesdays:1-4 pm
700 North Washington
Minneapolis
for information call
Susan McDonald
292-1655
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From WARM

PairedPieces
July 18 to Aug. 15, 1981
by Cherie Doyle

"Paired Pieces was conceived one year
ago when Anderson and Bergman designed
tne shape of the exhibition by commissioning
each other to create works of a specific scale,
color and sometimes topical matter to fill up
tnis WARM space."'
Beth Bergman and Marilynn Anderson,
friends for years, worked independently on the
specified set of problems and saw the final
results only in the process of pairing during the
installation. Each had made identically sized
works for a predetermined space in the gallery.
"The intentions were varied; to recognize
the arbitrary nature of many anistic decisions
within the wealth of choices ...to individually
investigate the pressures and rewards of predesigning a body of work ...and to illustrate how
two artists of dltfering temperaments address
the same problems.''2
Bergman's paintings in this show have
evolved from her earlier modular collages of
windowed envelopes and paper bags glamorously embalmed in layers of bright enamel.
Over the last years, her paintings have accentueted the underlying grid on a canvas surface
and a repetition of brushed acrylic marks
replace the folded paper gestures and shapes
of color to activate that grid.
Anderson, also a painter. recalled the high
altitudes of Alberta. Canada, in her earlier
works. Atmospheric massesof blues and crusts
of earth colors formed indeflnite, imaginary
landscapes seen from far away and above. Her
new paintings also suggest an airy space. but
araflatter and more frontal. Now the images are
windswept pictographs of grand gesture; triangles. spears and arrow forms course through
layered fields of various shades of a single
color.
The anists chose five themes of mutual
intarest. Rainbow consisted of six double penei
pieces of ditferent sizes, one color theme to
each set and a seventh four-part spectrum
effort. All were individually titled. The grouping
wasdesigned to occupy the mein gallery space
giving favorite colors to the largest canvases.
Upstairs, Flora, Birthdays, Sky and Sky/Crestures/Ground/Water were smaller and more
divarse works, sometimes pairing Anderson's
drawings in pencil orchart-pak tape on the wall
with Bergman's paintings on unstretched canvases.
My favorite in the shOw was Yellow of the
major Rainbow sequence, a vertical unit of two
s·x s·stretched canvases. Bergman's surface in
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the upper panel took on a skin-like translu·
cence. The grid itself was less insis1entthan in
many of the other pieces yet held the braiding
of the layered grasslike gestures. The glow of
Rapunzel's hair comes to mind except that the
violets, greens, blues and other colors rendered
more of a lustrous silver cast despite the predominance of yellow pigment.
Anderson's lower panel matched power to
lustre. Her field simul\aneously reeked fire and
ice. In blank~ts of various yellows broad. sweeping arrows of dark-colored brush strokes charted directions the viewer might take in the
churning yet frozen mass.
It's an interesting conversation. The work
of the two artists in tandem forms an instant
comparison between formalism and lyricism.
the ritual of process and the primal scream.
Epi5Copalianmeets catholic with a little c. Ultimately, the macrocosm and the microcosm
confront eech other, but in this last case, 1had
to guess or project which is which.
Collaborating on a show is a risk at best,
"laying an egg" at worst. Friends have loved
and been lost over one weak vacations together. How would creative ego and Identity sur•
vive the process of creating a major gallery
installation over a year's time, knowing nothing
of the outcome? Why is this an issue women
would choose? What does "paired" mean?
I found a curious tension in the placement
of the works on the wall. Not touching, not
separated enough to be completely diS1inct. I
queried over the space between the pairs and
its relevance to the theme of tne exhibition,
Though it may have been a design solution or
intuitive choice. there was a dynamic and
meaning to mat space both connecting and
separating each artist. To me it was the secret
and the solution.
Quotes 1 & 2 are from ..Paired Pieces" by
Beth Bergman and Marilynn Anderson, a gallery handout.

WARM's Fifth
AnniversaryShow
September1981
by M■rgot Krtel
Any women's collecliva art gallery istnreataned by the same things that make it necessary
in the first place-disinterest in women's wono:
and commercialism tnat markets only repetitive, recogni,eable images. WARM's Fifth Anniversary show manes survival against these
odds.
The gallery's newly painted walls are filled
with work by 35 women, wor1( so diverse in
media and style, content, and attitude that you
believe only a museum well-endowad and
genuinely committed to artis1ic exploration
could mount such a show. It is impossible in
one afternoon to absorb every work. As in visiting a museum, you first notice wide differences
Continued on next page
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in scale and materials, and on a second visit
understand common themes and styles that
ground the works in contemporary aesthetics
and feminist politics.
The downstairs front room is dominated
by Jackie Kielkoph's huge jigsaw-puzzle piece,
Toward Silence, and Lynn Ball's porcelain
rounds raised at different levels off the floor,
Jantje Vlsscher's Mountain Molfe ...floating out
of its grid, Harriet Bart's red arrows slashed to
ascend and descend a black canvas, and Mary
Walker's s6ulpture of delicate quilt-stitches
holding together aluminum and wire, promising to be its title, Safety Zone. Because of their
scale and references to landscape in the process of transformation, these pieces give the
entire show a monumental effect. These artists
have raised questions about our perception of
the natural world and about how different
media affect our emotional relation to fence
and zone, pond and mountain, arrows in the
dark.
A number of other artists also create abstract landscapes. Among them Joyce Lyon's
fluid, layered Sentinels, Jean Murakami's four
images of a red Fog Alert ..., Elimbeth Erickson's dancing red/turquoise grid of Garden
Wings, and Dorothy Odland's 3 panels of Midnight Sea, blue waves tipped with silver. These
works rely on color or painterly qualities, portraying moods rather than versions of landscapes themselves, drawing the viewer to more
interior worlds.
Scale is important in works by Marty Nash
and Quimetta Perle. Perle's small embroidered
grey, red and black images of nuclear plants
and hooded figµres ironically juxtapose an
intimate medium with horrific content. Also in
small works. Nash creats juxtaposition of nearly featureless cartoon figures with a definite
sense of foreboding-her figures seem to want
to speak but cannot.
Another group of artists choose unusual
media. Cheri Doyle's blue styrofoam shelf set
with found or carved objects. called Something
borrowed, something blue, wittily comments
on the impermanence of traditional feminine
values. Hazel Belva's three silk-screens of.the
Night Blooming Cereus appear pale, static,
until, moving around. you see the petals flash
into purple, neon green and yellow. Maria Mazzara's three panels embedded with skeletons of
fish force you to notice the delicacy and regu-.
larity of objects normally discarded-the fish
assume the permanence of fossils or talismens.
Returning to the show another day, I
noticed a number of works that use photographs or realistic figures in space. Sally
Brown's Bathroom transforms an ordinary porcelain and tile scene into a narrative of looking
into and out of a room. Sally Krug uses oil over
photographs to loosen images until they seem
to rise through water or time. Judy Nunneley's
Fourteen Cows Walk West playfully repeats
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one cow after another. Other artists use realism
or collage with statements about human relations. In Susan Pleissner's Group Portrait a
vase composed of classic female nudes holds
flowers whose centers are breasts. And in
Approach-Avoidance by Judy Roode, the title
becomes apparent in the slashing drawing of
two nudes. Both realistic and mythic, Gemma
Cullen's Turtle Mask metamorphoses two
women's features into the heads of turtles,
creating the change with an overlay of paper
which joins the human and animal in one
image.
Explosive and dream-like flower images by
Susan McDonald and Alice Towle, Merion
Angelica's elegant sculpture of feathers, cowhide. and plexiglass, Georgiana Kettler's Harv•
est Celebration with its archaic scroll-these
are only a few of the other works that beg for
attention. Several others picque curiosity,
arouse the desire to hear the artists add words
to their visual images. Sandra Taylor's Hen
House, for example. looks like a rough child's
drawing of a stick house on chicken legs. but I
suspect its primative quality is making a statement about culture. Pat-Olson's Homage to
Sonia becomes an example of its message,
syncopated in different typefaces down the
page. Olson's homage to the craftswoman.
designer and painter Sonia Delauney draws on
a heritage of experiment and versitility that
supports the entire 5th Anniversary show. The
WARM gallery continues to educate us about
the traditions and practice of women artists. Its
persistence through five years suggests that its
members have learned to thrive in their diversity.

Robinson,Mazzara,
Nash
October 10 to November7
by Mary Anne Schutle

Nancy Robinson: Genre Scenes In 011 and
Pastel

"Night is not for the masses," wrote the
poet Rilke. If one lights the darkness, the faces
In a crowd will appear to fragment Eyes will be
seen shining stupidly. Hands will be holding
drinks and making heavy gestures. Everyone
will be speaking; all sayfng, "I and I, and mean·
ing ·anyone'."
Nancy Robinson's paintings and pastels
seem to light this same darkness. Anonymity is
a theme expressed in both the choice of subject
matter and its treatment. For example, Poolside
(5½' x 3') or Tailgate Party #2 (4' x 2'), depict
mundane pastimes. The broad brushstrokes
and modeling in these oil paintings create figures lacking inviduality. Faces are masked with
sun glasses, hands hold drinks, brownish bodies are clothed in neon colors. In the pastel
pieces form is dematerialized end identity ob·
scured. For example, in Hollywood Boulevard
Continued on page 14
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112(16"x2'), bodies are diffused by directional
strokes of color that do not respect the boundries of the figure. While the composition suggests a three dimensional space, the sense of
volume is contradicted by the application of the
pastel: In most areas It is applied directly,
revealing the tooth of the paper. This dry and
scintillating surface is contrasted with cool and
moist passageswhere the pastel is blended and
rubbed Into the grain of the paper. Suffused
:-"'Ithlight. the appealing surface of this pleca.
its vague, imper$0nal forms and the prosaic
subject matter, recall works by the Impressionists.
The handling of the same themes In the
artist's oil paintings. with its free brush work,
broad areas of local color, and generalized
forms. suggests an affinity with the pastels but
fails to create a visually exciting surface. Works
in both media convey commonplace activities
showing the viewer a part of life that one ofte~
sees but seldom regards.
Mana Mazami: Junk Auemblage.

Why assemble for observation what has
~n left _todegrade? Throughout history rotting debns has found its way into works of art.
To the medieval mind there was something profou~dly edifying about decay. In gothic Illuminations. the relentless "dance of death'' carried
rich and poor alike to their graves. Transit
tombs, with their gruesome gisants, served as a
sotemn testament to the transience of life and
the lutil~ty of all earthly attainment. Similiarly,
the Van,tas paintings of the Northern Renaissance displayed skulls and rotting bouquets to
remind the viewer of his mortality and dependence on God for salvation.
Contemporary Interest has focused on
decomposln'J matter for an Insight into modern
hie. Judd Nelson's sculpted garbage bag reminds the viewer that In our society things are
manufactured to be thrown away. Tons of
refuse have passed under the dispassionate
scrutiny of scientists as they attempt a sociological analysis of modern life styles based on
moldering source material.
Junk is given a new dimension In Maria
Mazarra's work. What was discarded, Is collected there as something beautiful. Black
suede pumps. rabbit fur, candy wrappers, oily
work gloves. metal scraps, these objects are
arranged and embedded in torn masses of
paper. The resulting configurations are then
mounted on line,, boards. The visual impact of
these pieces depands on combining objects of
vanous textures In arresting patterns. De Profund1s VI (1' x 1½')layers a key, a dead bird and
a bit of tin foll on top of metal scraps, paper and
an old board with a surface of cracked paint.
The juxtaposition of these grey objects exag-
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QBr&testheir textural differences. The composition recalls WIiiiam Harnett's palpably real still
life paintings, with the distinction that Mazarra's work is palpably real.
Also present in the prevailing earth tones
and imagery of her works is the suggestion of
an archaic past. In Junk Ritual VIII, scraps of
litter form a primitive mask. Three decomposing carp ride on crude travoises in Fish Flopping, Fa11yTailing. Clipped Winging. There isa
series of Mummy Sund/as. These are composed of brown paper bags, dirty terry towels,
tar paper, and other materials, rolled up and
tied with twine or zippers. These bundles are
plated In even rows. side by side and then
n:9ountedon linen boards, (1' x 1½').The shiny
newness and blank inactivated space of the
linen boards on which all the artist's works are
mounted detract from the cohesiveness of
each piece and its suggestion of antiquity. In
spite of this, one sees in these worb not a
macabre assemblage of found objects, but the
past invoked by our recently discarded present.

. Since the qenalssanoe drawing has been
linked with the process of Ideation and personal expression. Because of its close association with conceptualization drawing has attracted the attention of modern artists. In recent
drawings by Marty Nash the precedence of
idea over object does not eclipse the personal
element. This is illustrated in two series in
which the artist attempts a simple and direct
expression of an idea or feeling.
"There are no idiots here", is a series of
three drawings in which two ovoid beings are
depicted in contour lines against a nearly
e~pty fiel~. ~or1<sentitl~ Ascension, Bearing
Time, Ab1dmg, Emerging, Conspires, and
Looks like Strain, comprise the second series.
In these, a box mounted on stilts forms the
central motif.
In both series. meaning Is established with
a minimum of description. By changing three
spatial elements the same basic imagery
changes in meaning and mood. The major
objects are v1ewedfrom a different perspective,
In a different relationship with the background
and with other objects. Small areas of tone
texture. or hue are added to support the efteci
of each piece. Their function is not to describe
the objects but to lend atmosphere. The figures
are established by a simple contour line. It is
this line that gives the images fluency and
volume.
Spontaneity, an Intimate scale, simple
Imagery and a reliance on outline are characteristics that define these drawings as somewhat whimsical and child-like. They are also
traits that suggest direct expression and thus
the process of conceptualization and personal
expression.

From Minneapolis

"Five Painters" at
MAEP
August 8 to October 4
by Suun McDonald

Why are these five painters' works so interesting together when their work doesn't seem
to have anything in common ucept that It is
made wlth paint? The intent of each artist is
different. the way the paint Is appli~ Is different, the surfaces are different, the colors are not
the same, the content of the images bear no
resemblance to each other, the emotional impact is not the same from one body of work to
another. Why are these artists showing toget.her in this space? This is a show about being
different. What Is most important here ls not
that these are p11intlngs.The important thing.
the glorious thing, the reason I loved this show
'
is that these five painters paint differently.
In her process. Cherie Doyle is playful.
First s"8 creates Vasa: Still Life, an acrylic
painting (31"x39"), of a dark blue-brown vase
on a pink geometric shape with leaf, fan and
lamp shapes in the background, and then she
Irreverently makes a xerox copy (8'h"x11") and
frames it with a delicately carved styrofoam
frame. She asks serious questions with her
paint in a probing, bouyant way. Her paint is
applied to paper with a brush. an airbrush, and
by scraping away sur1ace colors to reveal
another color underneath. She questions the
meaning of decoration, now flirting with leaf
shapes, Ian shapes, pattern and metallic paint,
now seriously interpreting the Western tradi-

Chelte Doyle, VaN: SIii/ Ute, 32ll40", acrytlc,
cha~«. on paper, 1980.
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tion of still life. In "Vase: Still Life" the vase is
central, powerful, dark, solid: an imperial female shape amid the other references to leaves.
a lamp, and an ambiguous black space in the
right foreground and left background. The vase
is empty, like a special porcelain vase, an artwork in itself with .no flowers necessary. But
there are leaves. They are around end about.
The careful use of geometric shape asks questions about where the space is to be seen. It
moves. The leaves and fan shapes share this
ambiguity. The flat, light qL1elity of the airbrush
makes them seem less definite than the vase.
Doyle creates a tension between the unsettled
decorative elements and the wel~defined central image of the v9se.
Mike Lynch, on the other hi.nd, uses a lot
of toys in his work, but the images are not
playful: neither is his painting technique or hi~
use of spece. Lynch's oil painting on stretched
canvas (S0"x38") The Canadian Mounty is a
carefully arranged still life of toys in a table. The
blocks, smell box, a wooden toy house and toy
Mounty with a red jacket arranged on a worn
carpet draped over a table ere real isticelly rendered in frontofagraywall. Apertoftheceiling
hangs over the table. The space does not seem
ambiguous. Each object seems clear. motionless and eerie. These toys refer to the act of
playing, but the artist is not playing. His intent is
serious, his style is serious, the final product is
serious. Lynch's use of a traditional technique,
careful rendering, and realistic color allow
these aspects of the painting process to remain
unob:rusive. He is not asking aboutthe process
of painting. The quietness of the painting is
surreal. He is asking me to focus on stillness,
order. and the problems of not being able to
play in this atmosphere.
Nearby Jerry Rudquist's paintings dart
about on the surfaces of paper and canvas. His
clear brush strokes rush in and out pulling the
colored oil pei nts with them. For instance in his
oil painting Blue-Pink Shade Window (18" x
10½"), painted with a gray background on
paper, two rectangular window like shapes
promise to open into an area behind the gray
picture plane. Masterlully Rudquist's strokes
lead us to the openings, promise to lead us
through, and then stop us. He is playing with
spacial illusion. There is no way tnrough. If the
opening is in the dark of the top, then the dark
of the bottom cannot also be open. On the left
the dark blue near the top cannot bend in while
the bottom left is also opening. Where Is the
passage through? His use of color is so d&xterous the! I have almost forgotten I cannot pass
through, but the motion is toward passage.
This painting is e carefully designed trick. a
beeutif uI ruse.
Bill Monson takes another approach to
painting. He chooses to avoid using traditional
painting techniques, He does not even question them es Doyle does. His unstretchad.
untitled canvas (50" x 54") is pinned to the wall,
and painted with pastey white-based oil paints
applied over en acrylic base. He does not
attempt to render his shapes with any volume,
All the images sit on the same picture plane. His
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images of a clown face, pitcher, cups, sugflr
dish, plate, fork, knife, spoon, and a checkerboard reference to e tablecloth, and a gun are
all painted with naive brush strokes, like a
birthday cake image, except that the gun is
ei med at the clown's head. It is a violent picture.
No image is tied down, and the clown's head is
detached. the dishes all float. Shallow colors
and undefined space threaten to spill these
objects out onto the gallery floor. There is that
rifle painted all pretty colors, aimed at the smiling clown face. This is deadly stuff.
In her large acrylic painting called Double
Blue Phyllis Weiner hangs two stretched canvases about an inch apart. Together they are
(100"x84"). This painting is about blue. The
paint is applied in solid colors and in thinner
weshes. Some colors bleed off like dyed fabric.
On the surlaces are a wide range of blues, end
also of some other colors in small amounts (like
yellow and orange). It is such a feast of color
that I do not went to move, but just to eland
there in front of the blue and feel it sink into me.
So many blues it is like a new experience. Have
I ever really seen blue before? The experience
of color is a little like a landscape where the
variety of one col or verie s i nfi nitel y with each
change of t>ill end every new field. But this is
note landscape. This is blue. Any other color is
only meant to reflect on this blue. Even the
stretched canvas and the kind of paint seem
incidental, es if they are a necessary means to
this goal. Blue.
Th is exhibition raises lots of questions for
me. It does not try to justify l!ny one point of
view. It is a reflection of the freedom these
artists feel to proceed with their individual
visions.
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Mary Walker's
Constructionsand
Drawings
October 1981
by Gall Bamber

Mary Welker exhibited 10 crey-pas and
pencil drawings and 8 metal or paper 3-<limensionel constructions at the Peter M. David
Gallery,
Walker's 3-dimensionel pieces are varied
in size and medium. Ranging from a 6-foot tall
t,ress piece, with sheet brass folded end tied
together with brass wire, to smaller metal or
acrylic on paper pieces, thay include works
only about two feet tell. Both brass and paper
Continuoo on next page
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pieces. like the drawings, have a richly worked
textural surface which adds to the e! gant,
simple shapes of the sculptures. These shapes
are notable in that they tend to tease the eye,
being almost. but not quite. geometric or symmetrical, and frequently utilizing a kind of
trompe:l'oeil perspective, almost making the
viewer believe they are shaped differently than
they are.
In spite of their size, simplicity, and use of
metal, there is a curious insubstantiality and
fragility to tnese works. as if they might fall over
o•·disintegrate at any moment. They reminded
me. when I thought more about it, of the sorts of
things a very small child might come home with
from nursery school: made.of fclded construction paper, stitched together with yarn in a careful but eccentric manner. and covered with a
pre-literate symbolism, quite likely a version of
X's, O's and spirals, of the child's own devising.
The drawings, of course, use the child-like
more overtly in the choice of school-style printing, and in the use of cray-pas, an old grammar
school favorite, as a medium, Even their flatness and lack of perspective is like that of a
child's drawing.
The drawings use a flat picture plane and
are simple in form, with complex layers of color
built up with the cray-pas, scratched out in
rows of X's and O's and spirals, and worked
over. Verbal commentary on the subject matter
0

is introduced by the use, somewhere on the
page, of pencil printing in the same style used
in grammar schools. complete with the three
guide lines. "Duplicity Revealed'', for example,
is the "label" for a large, elegant shape almost
filling the page; this shape consists of a redshading-to-blue cray-pas field covered with
black, which has been scraped away in small
scribbled O's to reveal the (duplicity ) of the
shaded colors.
Artists are, like everyone else, after all only
grownup children: they may simply reveal thls
fact by their activities more often than most. To
turn to one's childhood image-making as a
source of inspiration is an interesting thing for
an artist to do, and it seems to me Walker does it
quite successfully. To begin with, she works as
an adult with the kinds of subtlety of shape and
intricacy of color that would be beyond a child.
Words such as "duplicity", and the precise use
of materials, including some large. heavy ones,
also show how tar the artist has come since
childhood.
The experiences of childhood, however,
remain within our grownup selves, frequently
influencing our actions, but ignored by most of
us. Seeking out the child within oneself and
integrating it with the e.dult is Walker's way to
an interesting body of work.

From St. Cloud

Gail W. Bamber's
"Signsof the Times"
September 1981
by Gayle Cole

Mary Walker, MIiady's Ch11mber,72x31x18",
braN and enamel, 1981.
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Gail W. Bamber reflects the ambience of
small town America of years past with her series of prints. cut-outs, and color xerox pieces
that are on exhibit at 5th Ave. Gallery.
The show, called "Signs of the Times",
affords a wistful view of past refinement, now
faded, as Bamber combs small towns of the
Midwest for images. ~~efinds her images in the
electric signs jutting out from old buildings
which proclaim wilt', straight-forward bravura,
tha classy status that their establishments once
stood for: hotels, restaurants, bars and cafes-·
standard bearers for bygone elegance.
Bamber use~ color xerox on handmade paper to give an element of the present to ttiese
memorials of time past. Color xerox-present
technology-gives
a modern quality to the
pieces, while the images themselves speak of
remembrance and passing time. The images
have an aging took, The colors are faded, or
have a muffled intensity that is the glow of
favorable memories. The tattered edges of the
handmade paper upon which these images are
ingrained, have the frayed look of time past of
old lace, of the bright rouge on the pallid face of
an old lady, of brittle pages in a scrap bookthe attempt of time-recovery is hinted at here.
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Gall W. Bltmber, Capri Sar, color xerox on handmade paper.

Bamber's signs declaring what was once
up-to-date and stylish now have the pathos of
nostalgic postcards. And yet, each image
evolved from photographs of actual signs and
buildings that exist. Physically, the signs remain. The message they convey has changed.
The Hotel Donaldson, perhaps once a respectable establishment. now has the look or cheap
neglect. The Capri Bar, with its cut-out palm
trees rising from the top of the sign, might once
have stood for style and elegance, but looks
seedy and dated as it stands against its pale
blue sky of handmade paper.
Bamber's two examples of lifesize cut-out
signs, Val's Hamburgers and Hager Jewelry
with its metfculously rendered detail. has a reality to it that is paradoxically contradicted oy the
never-changing hands on its clock face which
always read 4:27.
The reality of small town life, the passing of
a kind of innocence, is what is finally implied by
the out-of-touch quality that these images
carry. Bamber records a bygone era with skill
and creative innovation.

Masel, an instructor at The College of St.
Benedict, says the purpose of th is diversity was
toacquainther students with the wide range of
possibilities of photography. A few of these
possibilities. as she has used them, have produced outstanding photos.
Indeed. an essential quality of photography is its ability to fill many functions-journalistic. recording, etc.-as well as that of art.
These funclions can of course overlap, but not
even the photographs made in the neme of art
are artistically successful or more then just a
record of e bit of time and space.
The photographer is in an interesting position, being forced to work 10·some extent at
least with reality, and with the limitations that
implies. ;\llasel's best work hints at the mystery
inherent in reality and at the essential "unknowability" of the world. Some outstanding photographs in this exhibit do just this.
Continu,,d on next page

From St. Cloud

Marjorie Masel
Shows Photographs
October 26-November 25
by Gall Bamber

Marjorie Masel's exhibit at the Benedicta
Art Center was quite disparate. ranging from
simple black and white views of interesting
closeups and shadows, to simpler versions
handcolored with oils. to color xerox prints of
objects placed dire-etly on the machine, to color
cibachrome prints of architectural details and
textures. to heavily overdrawn "Kwik prints" on
vinyl, to straightforward journalism-style photos of children. to self-portraits. In all there were
87 photographs.
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Marjorie Masel, Cloud ThNter, Walle Parle,MN,
photograph.
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Several of the silver prints with oils are
quite expressive, possibly because of the odd,
subtle coloring, possibly because of the way
the photo was taken. In the "tennis court" series, sl,11plewater reflections on a tennis court
are tinted in eerie Iridescent pink and green.
The effect is disorienting and strange. and very
beautiful. Cloud Theatre is simply a portion of a
drive-In movie theatre against a cloudy sky,
with only enough color tinting to be disturbing:
a mysterious, magic plinth against the sky.
Symbolic Self Portrait achieves the same eerieness without the use of color. The face Is seen
only as a shadow on the wan, all else of the
subject that is visible being a hand, arm and
part of a chair.
In these photos there is a strong sense of
something taking place outside the frame cf the
picture. or a mysterious and unknowable world
that is only portrayed in glimpses, much as we
as individuals only glimpse the world incompletely. This is something that Masel makes her
photographs do quite well.

From Duluth

Hazel BelvoAt
Tweed Museum
September 6 to October 4
by Helen Smith

--~---
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It Is said that through illusion, art presents
an aspect of truth. Hazel Belvo, in a series of
recent drawings reminds us most powerfully of
our kinship, both physical and spiritual. with
primal green stuff. Yesterday our ancestors
worshiped in sacred groves; today, we plant a
tree at the birth of a child. The gro~h and
prosperity of child and tree are mysteriously
linked. Using the "Witch Tree" as a metaphor
for the created world, Ms. Belvo seems to call
us to recognize the cosmic design of which we
are a part.
In the first pert of the exhibition, which can
be said to have four parts, we are taken on a
, journey by means of small colored photographs. Traveling along a rough path in desolate wilderness, we arrive at a craggy granite
shelf, which many feet below forms the Lake
Superior shoreline. Here the photos cease and
our artist guide, in eight small, vigorous gesture
drawings, presents images of the single and
stunted cedar known as "The Witch Tree". This
tree. a convoluted and arthritic survivor of over
four hundred years of scarring Superior winters, Is the locus Qf great spirit power, accord•
ing to Netive American belief. These drawings

Hazel Belvo, Witch TNH I, 40x60", pencil, vermil-

Uoo,tobecco.

are accompanied by comments of persons who
were moved by the experience of the image of
this tree. The nature of the statements is
diverse, often intense and revealing.
At this point, emotionally primed, we encounter three very large (40" by 60") graphite
drawings of the "Witch Tree". These are linear
works and the thrusting, twisting lines make an
image almost human in appearance. Only the
insensitive would fail to respond with Involuntary muscle tension. The surface of the work is
beautifully organized and balanced by the disposition of a single form.
The fourth section of this exhibit is a series
of thirteen drawings (about 24" by 30") which
provide a tranquil counterpoint to the fierce
and powerful "Tree". This group is also lineer.
although at a distance the lines seemingly
merge to form mass. Values which are close
and in the middle range in such works as Begonia Marcharete: Dieffenbachia, and Sanseveria:
Philodendron. add to a sense of serenity and
domesticity. Some of the drawings use a definite contrast. as in Cacteceae: Pachycereus
marginatus. One species of plant serves as
background for another, and shapes and textures are skillfully played against each other.
Space is limited to two or three shallow planes.
Avocado by Day and Avocado by Night investigate reversals of positive and negative space.
The differing green moods of this exhibit
produce a pleasing balance and sense of completion. Ms. Belvo carries us away, fore time
from the world of techniculture.
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From New York

Krasner/Pollock:A
Working
Relationship
August 8 to OctOber
by Sandra K.raskln

~

"Krasner/Pollock: A Working Relationship" was organized to celebrate Guild Hall
Museum's 50th anniversary and East Hampton's role as an art colony. This was the last in a
series of four exhibitions which have also
honored East Hampton's "local" artists Thomas
Moran, Childe Hassam, and Willem de Kooning.
Lee Krasner met Jackson Pollock in 1936
at an Artists Union party but did not develop a
relationship with him until 1942. In 1945, they
were married and moved from Greenwich Village to a farmhouse in East Hampton where
they livee1until Pollock died in 1956.
Krasner studied at Cooper's Union Women's Art School, the National Academy of
Design and with Hans Hofmann. Pollock studied at the Art Student's League with Thomas
Hart Benton and worked with Mexican miJralist
Siqueiros in his experimental worksh.::,p at
Union Square. During the Depression. both
artists were employed by the Works Progress
Administration (WPA). Pollock in the easel
painting division and Krasner on the mural
project.
In the exhibition. Barbara Rose, guest
curator, has placed works by both artists side
by side, developing the theme of their interaction as painters. This format Illustrates Rose's
forthcoming book also tilled Krasner/Pollock:
A Working Relationship.
The exhibition presents a beautiful selection of paintings and an important opportuntity
to see some rare early works. Although the
artistic relationship is complex. Krasner's
works suggests structure while Pollock's appears mere spontaneous.
Rose concludes that the most important
effect of their artist relationship was to free
each other from the dogma of their teachers.
Hofmann and Benton. " ....Jackson helped her

to be free and spontaneous, and she helped
him to be organized and refined."'
Krasner did not have her first one woman
show until 1951, when Pollock persuaded his
dealer, Betty Parsons to visit East Hampton to
see Lee's work. However, it wasn't until attar
Pollock's death that Lee really developed her
career.
Recalling her life with Pollock. Krasner
said: "Look, it was a mixed blesslng-our r<1lationshlp. It had many. many pluses and several
minuses. His drinking, for instance. was very
rough on me, to put it mildly. And I guess I may
have resented being the shadow of Jackson
Pollock, but the resentment was never so sharp
a thing to deal with that it interfered with my
work. I don't feel I sacrificeCImyself. And if I had
to do it all over again from the very beginning.
I'd do the same thing.'"
This exhibition presents a difficult comparlslon. Few contemporary artists can stand uµ
to the creative intensity of Jackson Pollock.
Lee Krasner. now 73 years old, is a forceful
and outspoken woman. She discussed her
reaction to the concept of the show in an interview for the New York Times: "It could be a
terrible pitfall for me as an artist. I'm aware of
that. I've been arounel. But I couldn't give two
hoots about that. I want to see it with my eye for
myself- because I've never seen it visually, and,
until I see it visually I don't know what they're
talking about. And because I have an endless
curiosity above and beyond the mob. I couldn't
care less aboul what their reaction is. Look,
they don't take de Kooning and put him up that
way. And if de Kooni,19 or Motherwell takes
from Pollock, nobody even breathes a wore1
about it. But wi:h lee Krasner, wow, wow. It's
been a heavy, heavy number. It's hard for them
to separate me from Pollock in that sense,you
know.">
Barb.i.raRose has carefully tried to emphasize the strength of Krasner's work and to show
the importance of her influence on Pollock. She
points out in the catalogue essay, "When they
met, Krasner was far better known, had 11xhibited more often than Pollock and wa~ more
active in avante-garde circles."'
Despite such curatorial precautions, the
format of con;;tant comparison diminishes the
power of Krasner's wor1c.One is forced to 8\laluate Krasner's work in terms of Pollock. I would
have preferred to see two simultaneous one
person shows and make the comparisons myself.
The Krasner/Pollock show will also travel
to the Grey Art Gallery at New York University
from November 4 to December 12th 1981.
FootnotN
'Barbara Delatiner, "Lee Krasner: Beyond Pollock", The NtJw York Times (August 9, 1981).
L.l.p.8.
2

3

Lee Kraaner, Mo•fc
21'1◄" high.

Table, 481h" diameter JC
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• Barbara Rose, Krasner/Pollock: A Workfng
Relationship (New York: Guild Hall Museum
and Grey Art Gallery and Study Center. 1981),
p.7.
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These poems of dreaming and fantasy by
y,ung writers from the COMPAS Minnesota
Writers In the Schools Program. The poems of
Beth Kowski, Scott Knouse, and Jacob Dorn
are reprinted with permission of COMPAS from
A Box of Night Mirrors, (1979-80). The poems
of Peggy Summers, Jane Olin, and Shelley
Laughlin appear here for the first time.

A Name
A name I hear called
Not mine, yet really me
Can it be my real name?
A dmam returning
An omen of good
Or just a mistake
Will I answer?
Jane Olin/grade 7
Holy Spirit School, St. Paul

Super Mind
When I'm done with work,
and I want to 90 to the store,
I put on my cape and turn into
'SUPER SHELLEY'
When I get to the place I want
to go, I take off my cape and
turn back into normal Shelley again.
Suddenly, someone is hurt and I put
my cape back on and fly to the
rescue! I never save them bec;wse
it is only in my mind and I don't
have enough courage to do it. So I
eat my cape and turn into someone else.
Sometimes I feel like an outlaw
who just robbed a bank and
I put my money in my hat
and jump on my horse and get
riding. When I come home I
grind it up and use it
for part of my imagination.
Shelley Laughlin/grade 7
Holy Spirit School, St. Paul

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss1/1
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How To Catch An Alligator
('

You must have
A boring book
A telescope
A matchbox
And a pair of tweezers.
First you go to a place where alligators live.
Then you sit down and pretend you are reading a book.
The book is dull, you fall asleep.
An alligator will see you and come to investigate.
He will peep over your shoulder and begin reading.
Since the book is dull he will fall asleep.
You wake up.
Look at him through the wrong end of the telescope.
Pick him up with the tweezers
And put him in the matchbox.
There!
You have caught your first alligator.
Peggy Summers/grade 6
Holy Spirit School, St. Paul

She is old.
She is sitting in a chair with grass on her feet
from the blowing dirt and seeds.
It is turning fall with the leaves on her clothes.
She is surrounded by leaves all different colors.
It is snowing now.
She is getting wrinkles all over her body.
Her hair is turning grayish white.
She is very old now.
She is all of it.
Beth Kowski/grade3
Wildwood Elementary School, Mahtomedi

Continued on "8Jtt ,,.,,.
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CONTINUED

Dreaming
'Look at all the foxes' entered my mind.
It was time for MACHO MAN!
I moved to the phone booths
but all were taken by old ladies with gray hair.
Finally one was open: I dashed in
end in a flash came out,
my silk shirt unbuttoned down to my waist,
my tight black pants,
the gold hanging from my neck.
I moved onto the floor,
the lights watched me,
the strobes moved with me,
girls by the dozen passed out.
A crowd formed around to watch me dance,
all the guys gritted their teethHow they wanted to be like me!
But finally I woke up,
sitting in my desk trying to do math
thinking of the guy I'd like to be.
Scott Knouse/grade 8
St. Francis Middle School

Why the Coyote Howls at the Moon
Once there was a quiet coyote. He was pretty old by now,
and the animals could talk in those days. He was waiting in
line to get lunch. It was pretty dark, the moon was out, and
he was in front of a porcupine. It was calling the moon
names. The moon got angry and pushed the coyote back
right into the porcupine. He got n~dles right in his back
and when he got old, hair grew over the needles. From then
on the moon would hit the needles in the coyote and he
would howl at the moon.
Jacob Dom/grade 2
Onamia Elementary School

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss1/1
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New Director
of Development
Gatherine Jordan became WARM's second
Director of Development in September. Her
work in educational and human service organizations includes Executive Director of Peer
Education Health Resources, a non-profit organization which developed programs for
youth, parents and professionals.
Gatherine feels that her switch to an arts organization is not a big change. In both areas, her
job is to nurture ideas and develop programs
around them. As a generalist, she sees the need
for creative programs in any non-profit organization.
•
Her Interest in the arts is personal as well.
ranging from making masks and dressing-up
for Halloween to creating family and community rituals/celebrations. In one event, Catherine
designed a "wake"for her family homestead-a
ritual leave-taking-that lasted several days and
included many friends and family members.
She's excited about WARM's prospects for
the future, and she's especially interested infostering collaborations with other art and women's organizations. WARM is at a turning point
she thinks: building from a strong local base, we
must look beyond to establish WARM as a regional and national resource.

Exhibitions outside WARM
Gallery by Associate and
Gallery Members
Hemet Bartwillexhibit at the Peter M.
David Gallery in Minneapolis in a solo
exhibition entitled "Inscriptions", January
2-February 2.
Hazel Belvo will exhibit in December
1981 in the Sunset Hill Gallery in Kansas
City, Missouri.
SallyBrown and Suun McDonald will
exhibit with five other Minneapolis artists
at the Tweed Museum at Duluth February
14 to March 14.
carole Fisher will exhibit an installation in January and February 1982 at
Moorhead State University, Moorhead,

MN. March 21-April 17 she will be exhibiting installations with Candace Clement
and Judy Onofrio at the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
Sandra Kraskln will exhibit at an invitational at Guild Hall Museum in East
Hampton, New York from December 15 to
January15.
Jean Murakami will exhibit with Curt
Hoard in January at Gallery 101, at the
University of Wisconsin, R!ver Falls, Wisc.
Judy Stone Nunneley will have a one
woman exhibition at Blaisdel Place January 26 to March 9.
We apologize for omitting the following exhibition from our listing in the last
issue.-the editors.
Hazel Belvo had a one woman exhibition at the Tweed Museum of Art in Duluth,
MN from September 6 to October 4, 1981.

InvitationalGallery
In March, 1980. WARM began to use
the space downstairs in the back of the
gallery as a place for non-members to
show their work. WARM Gallery artists
have invited visiting a.rtists-hence the
name. "Invitational Gallery."
In August. 1981, WARM received a
grant from the Jerome Foundation to fund
a series of eight exhibitions by emerging
women artists (women who have not had
a major showin a museum), in the "Invitational Gallery".
The following artists were selected for
exhibition:
• Carol Hepper, Mclaughlin, SD, December 19-January 18.
• Ada Medina, Des Moines, IA, January 23-February 20.
• Susanne Slavich, Madison, WI, February 27-March 27.
• Mickey Sellard, Brookings, SD,
April 3-May 1
• Aurore Chabot, Duluth, MN, May 8June 5.
• Katherine Ross, Chicago, IL, June
12-July 10.
• Christine Saari, Marquette, Ml, September 11-October 9.
• Elspeth Vevers, Lafayette, IN, October 16-November 13.
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Mari Lyn Ampe
I am concerned with an automatic way of drawing,
of letting, not making, the images appear. They are the
result of my physical contact with the paper, through a
graphite medium. The gesture emerges as a wavy line
which notates rhythm and movement. This image
becomes a backbone from which I pull rhythmic radial
strokes. The gestures combine. The forms grow and
become organic.
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Cherie Doyle
It's difficult to say in words, "This is the meaning of
a painting," because it's a visual language. For example, in poetry words go together to create a picture,
convey an idea or express an emotion. In painting,
images come together to convey a meaning or several
layers of meanings. If it were possible to say what a
painting meant in words, there would be no need to
paint.
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Joan Tangen Car1son
I grew up on the prairies of North Dakota and
Minnesota where fields of blowing grain and grasses
stretched beneath an immense sky. I love these great
horizontal expanses of earth and sky. However, my
eyes always sought the vertical on the horizon which
indicated a grove of trees-a mysterious, cool place-a
place of shelter, a ritual site and a nature garden. In this
exhibition, I will create a garden installation based on
human scale and intended to recall these mysterious,
natural gardens.
Joan
https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss1/1
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Joyce Lyon
I continue to find myself in relation to the land.
This summer, after twelve years, I reclaimed Whiteface
Reservoir in northern Minnesota. I found my way back
through half-remembered geography, a few personal
landmarks only partly accurate. I sat on a picnic table
in the center of an unoccupied campsite ringed by
birch trees and let the stillness happen. And was taken
in. Through a different door, by a different path than I
had expected, to a familiar place. To the place in myself
where the inner and outer landscapes merge.
These pieces came later.
Joyce

Susanne Slavick-Invitational Gallery
These paintings are of silent, unpeopled architectural
and landscape situations which invite the viewer to
pass through a vaguely disquieting space. The expectation or inference of human action is evoked through
the architecture, itself, which exists for human purposes. I intended to involve the viewer more directly in
a space that approaches human scale.
Susanne
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SusanS. McDonald
For me, making pictures is a continuing search for
knowledge about myself. First I compress my feelings
and store up energy. Then I merge the feelings and the
energy. Finally, when I stand back from the painting I
can see something new about life. I want the viewer to
experience this flow of energy and emotion which
emerges through the painting.
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Sketch for ElectricPhantom,oil, 1981

Sandra Kraskin
My new work has evolved from a Constructivist
tradition but has become more expressionistic as it
mirrors the dynamics of my life. The paintings combine
irregular eccentric geometry with loosely painted surfaces. They retain a geometric vocabulary fused with
the phantoms of memory and experience, which leave
their marks.
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January
7 Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Associate
Members' Meeting at WARM. All
Associate Members welcome.

4 Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Associate

Members' Meeting at WARM. AU
Associate Members welcome.
6 Saturday, 9 a.rn. Gallery Members'

Meeting.
9 Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members'
Meeting.
18 Monday, 7:30 p.m. "House/Body

Metaphor: How are your House and
Body Alike?" An evening of
storytelling, gossip-sharing, critique,
archetypes and anecdotes by artists
Judith Roode and Sandra Taylor.

23 Saturday, 7-9:30 p.m. Opening of
Mari Lynn Ampe and Cherie Doyle
show. Exhibition runs through
Feb. 20th.
29 Friday, 8 p.m., (Slightly Early) Third
Annual Valentine's Day Poetry
Reading: Anya Achtenberg, Jonis
Agee, Kate Green, Cary Waterman.
Co-sponsored by the Loft. At
WARM. Tickets $2.50. $1.50 for
WARM or Loft members.

February
3 Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. Feminist

Perspective Series, "The Naked and
the Nude", a lecture by Judith
Roode on the use of the female
nude as art object from the
paleolithic to the present. Discussion
will be led by Kate Johnson. Tickets
$2.50. $1.50 for WARM members.

27 Saturday, 7-9:30 p.m.
Opening of Joan Carlson and
Joyce Lyon show. Exhibition runs
through Ma.rch 27th. Gallery will
be open the evenings of March 4 &
25, 5-8 p.rn.

March
3 Wednesday. 7:30 p.m. Associate
Members' Meeting. All Associate
Members welcome.

6 Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members·
Meeting.

April
1 Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Associate
Members' Meeting. All Associate
Members welcome.

3 Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members'
Meeting.
3 Saturday, 7-9:30 p.m.
Opening of Susan McDonald and
Sandra Kraskin show. Exhibition
to run through May 1st.
8 Thursday. 7:30 p.m., Associate

Members' Meeting. All Associate
Members welcome.

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss1/1
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Women's Art Registry of Minnesota: WARM v3 i1

Categoriesof Membership:
AAodale llembenhlp ia open to all women artists In the state of
Minnesota. Associate members attend WARM activities at free or
reduced admission; they receive the WARM Journal and other mailings
and may participate In the Slide Registry.
Suppo,tlng Membership Is open to all those women and men who
support WARM and wish to communicate with the organlzallon. They
receive the Journal and may attend the WARM activities at free or
reduced admission.

Medici Membenhlp is open to women and men who wish to make a
substantial contribution to the organization. They 1'8C8ivethe Journal
and other mailings at free or reduced admission to events.They also
receive an original print by a WARM member.
Active Memberlhlp is opan to women artists in the state of Mlnneeota.

They are elected Into the collectiWI. Gallery members make policy and
participate in all aspects of the organizations. For further Information,
contact the gallery, 612-332-5672.
WARM is a non•proflt organization. All donations are tex--deductibla

Name _______________________

Address ______________________

_

_

------------~P-----------Phone _______________________

_

a $15 Associate Membership
a ~100
□

Supporttng Membership

$100 & over Medici Membership

a $5 Slide Registryfee for non members.

Mail this form with 1981dues to: WARM, 414 First Ave. N., l.Alnneapolis,

MN 55401.Pleasemake checks payable to WARM.
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